Abstract. Utilization of electron cyclotron (EC) radio frequency sources for current drive and the stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes in next-step devices rests on the attainable currrent density and current drive efficiency. This work reports optimization of EC driven current density and current drive efficiency over source frequency as well as toroidal and poloidal launch angles for two launcher positions: a "midplane" position at the height of the magnetic axis, and an "upper port" position above the midplane. 2 (1982) p. 707] code, launching a cone of EC rays to account for a finite angular spectrum *
attainable currrent density and current drive efficiency. This work reports optimization of EC driven current density and current drive efficiency over source frequency as well as toroidal and poloidal launch angles for two launcher positions: a "midplane" position at the height of the magnetic axis, and an "upper port" position above the midplane. is (wave frequency/cyclotron frequency), the upper port launch will give good ECCD efficiency over a broader range of toroidal magnetic field. 
